
Installation Manual Addendum

The StoneWall SELECT System provides the most efficient 
and elegant solution for creating planted retaining walls.

The StoneWall SELECT unit provides a groove for installing drip 
irrigation. The StoneWall SELECT NatureWall Clip provides a 3” planting 
exposure. And the StoneWall SELECT hollow cores provide plenty of 
planting soil.

With its ability to form circles, serpentine walls, 90˚ inside and 
outside corners, terraces, steps and lighting, the system allows for 
unlimited creativity in the look of your planted NatureWalls.

NatureWall, Section View, Detail

Instructions:
1. Install filter fabric beneath the planting 
cores of the blocks, fill the cores with 
planting soil, wrap fabric around back of 
blocks and over the top of filled cores as 
shown in illustration.

2. Install 1/4” drip irrigation tube in the 
block cable slot as shown. Place a drip 
emitter on the tube in each core.  Test the 
system.

3. Place the NatureWall clips in the slots 
at the back of the block as shown.  Install 
the next course of StoneWall SELECT 
units.

4. Place the plants in the soil-filled cores 
of the block. 

5. Trim the planting cores with mulch, 
chips or stones.

NOTE: See NatureWall Installation 
Guidlelines Addendum for more detailed 
information.
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Variations in your choice of plants and 
foliage can produce many effects, from 
horizontal stripes of color to a complete 
NatureWall.
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Think
NatureWall and
for your next retaining wall.

Now you don’t have to choose between a planted wall and a retaining wall! New 
NatureWall Clips increase your options to visually soften SRWs, with the strength 
and easy installation you love in StoneWall SELECT.

The most versatile SRW in the business!
NatureWall Clips create an 

automatic setback, exposing hollow 
cores of blocks for planting. You 
plant vegetation in rows, pockets 
or sections—any shape, 
anywhere—for extra 
dimension and color. 
Drip irrigation installs 
fast and easy in 
molded slots.

Imagine the possibilities!
www.naturewall.info



Plan Views of a NatureWall as seen in photo below
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Continue Filter Fabric behind and above 
planted cores to segregate soil from the 
stone backfill

26” Filter Fabric installed beneath planted cores to hold planting soil 

The planted wall, made 
possible by the use of 

the new NatureWall 
Clip, brings a whole new 

warmth to an already 
perfectly proportioned 
retaining wall system.

Plan View of StoneWall SELECT 
retaining wall with NatureWall 
terraced section in a straight 
wall, similar to photo above
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NOTE: Install Standard and NatureWall 
Clips over the Filter Fabric. Use a 
utility knife to slit the Fabric.

StoneWall SELECT 
…another perfectly 

proportioned product 
from:

Patent Pending
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